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SYNOPSIS OF THE JOURNAL
PHILOLOGY

S.V. Zyuzko
Pre-existence in Vilgelm Kyukhelbeker's Lyrics:
to the Problem of Understanding the Poetics of Elisa cycle
Key words: pre-existence of the soul; transcendental female image; cycle
of poems; comparison of different versions of one poem; epigraph analysis;
diary note analysis; motif of soul falling; motif of soul cooling; theme of angel,
genre of vision; Vilgelm Kyukhelbeker; Zacharias Werner; Jean Paul; Plato;
Origen.
In this research the cycle of Vilgelm Kyukhelbeker's poems is examined.
The cycle is named Elisa Cycle after the name of the heroine. The subject of
research is original poetic conception of Vilgelm Kyukhelbeker of lovers’ souls
unity before birth and their further search for each other in their life after birth.
This poetic view is examined in the context of sources to which Kyukhelbeker
alludes in lyric poetry and his diary, in the context of works of Jean Paul,
Zacharias Werner and Plato.

F.H. Israpova
«Poetry on Foot» in the Cycle of Poems by Anna Akhmatova
«In Tsarskoye Selo»
Key words: lyrics; Akhmatova; cycle; plot; «poetry on foot»;
intersubjectness; intertextuality.
The article deals with the problem of the poetological plot of «poetry on
foot» in the cycle of poems by A. Akhmatova «In Tsarskoye Selo». Sequential
analysis of the three-part plot is realized with the main attention paid to the
intersubjective links of the heroine character and intertextual links of the second
and third poems of the cycle. «Toy-like» lifelessness of the heroine, her wish to
find immortality in the form of marble statue, is replaced in the final by the
description of the «dark boy’s» walk in Tsarskoye Selo – Pushkin’s walk, who,
in the capacity of the only «mobile personage» in the cycle, realizes the event of
«poetry on foot».

K.E. Slabkikh

The Poem «Way of All the Earth» by A. Akhmatova:
Chronotop, Composition and Genre Peculiarities
Key words: Akhmatova; medieval eschatology; time cycle; miraculous city
of Kitezh; Paradise on the Earth; lyrical heroine; charismatic leader; sacred
space; «mirror» composition; eschatological lyrics; gothic novel.
Dante’s «Divine Comedy» is viewed as a most important «prototext» of
the poem «Way of All the Earth» by A. Akhmatova. Due to this her poetry exists
within philosophic and mythopoetic context of foreign culture. The article
analyzes genre peculiarities of the poem, its composition, the status of lyrical
heroine and presents the new way of understanding the author’s chronotop
model of the world from the viewpoint of medieval Christian doctrine.

T.V. Bogdanova
Rhythm-Metrical System of Poetry by M. Petrovykh
Key words: M. Petrovykh; rhythm; meter; originality; traditionalism;
semantics oriole of meter.
The article analyzes the development and the degree of traditionalism vs.
originality of rhythm-metrical system in Petrovykh’s poetry. The material
includes all the poems, published by the author so far.

A. Majmieskulow
Boris Pasternak in Josif Brodsky’s «Fifth (Summer) Eclogue»
Key words: Pasternak; Brodsky; intertextuality; mythopoetics.
The Brodsky-Pasternak intertextuality is a long-range research problem,
expressed by researchers who have examined it up to the present moment as far
as Brodsky’s willful strategy is concerned. The notion of intertextuality
presented in this analysis is a much broader notion, and it takes into
consideration the characteristic ‘unawareness’ of the text and the facultative
intertextuality. This analysis concentrates on the mechanism of the mode of
expression. Conclusions stemming out of it show that Pasternak’s inspirations in
Brodsky’s poetry gain a new pastiche form with elements of a joke. This is
sometimes demonstrated on the level of metatext.

T.A. Pavluchenkova
Language of Folklore and Bunin’s Poetry

Key words: language of Bunin’s poetry; zoonyms; texts-riddles.
The article investigates some features of the language of Bunin’s poetry,
determined by folklore poetics influence. Folklore models of nonce-words
(zoonyms) are studied, similarity of some texts by Bunin and Russian folklore
riddles is revealed.

Z.I. Godizova
The Semantic Evolution of the Prefix «pri-»
Key words: original meaning; secondary meanings; derivative base; the
formation of intensive meanings; the prefix «pri-».
This article is a research of the intensive meanings expressed by the prefix «pri» in the Russian language of the XI–XVII centuries. The author describes the
formation of different intensive meanings of the prefix «pri-», i.e. the original
meaning of the prefix, the ways of the secondary meanings development from the
original meaning, the derivative base, the time, when each of the intensive
meanings came into existence, as well as their further development.

F.A. Litvin
Background Knowledge as a Component of the Content of Linguistic
Formations
Key words: background knowledge; perception of the text; additional
semantic component; quotation; gradient; reported speech.
The article deals with the phenomenon of background knowledge and the
role it plays in the perception of a text or text fragment. The cognitive basis and
different interpretations of the term are considered. The gradient nature of the
manifestation of background knowledge is illustrated by analyzing quotation in
English and Russian texts, as well as the essence of the phenomenon discussed
as an additional semantic component of the content of linguistic formations in
the recipient text stemming from a source text and thus perceived as reported
speech.

G.N. Ermolenko
French Classical Parody as Hypertext
Key words: French classicism; parody; hypertextuality.

The article is devoted to the analysis of parody technique in the
literature of French classicism. The conception of parody as hypertext is
examined.

R.W. Gurevich
Gesture in W. Benjamin`s Interpretation
Key words: gesture; quotation of gesture; alienation; epic theatre;
gesture as sign; gesture as «compressed symbol»; gesture as a sign of praworld; gesture as a response.
The present article contains an analysis of W. Benjamin’s ideas
concerning the gesture as one of the major means of creating a generalized
symbolic and allegorical image. Taking B. Brecht’s epic theatre as an example,
he demonstrates the potential of the gesture in creating the effect of alienation,
leading us from a surprise to cognition. At F. Kafka’s example the gesture is
analyzed by W. Benjamin as the only identification sign inherited by man from
primeval times and kept by him in the depersonified contemporary world.

M.N. Rakhmilevich
Morphemic, Derivational and Semantic Properties of Nouns Denoting
Professional Activity as a Means of Making a Living in Modern English
Key words: morphemic segmentation; derivation; affixation; subsystem.
The article features some morphemic, derivational and semantic
properties of nouns denoting professional activity as a means of making a living.
Grounds are provided for considering this group of nouns a separate lexical
subsystem in Modern English.

J.A. Kutsevich
Semantic Features of Factor Verbs of the «Virtual» Intentional Level
Key words: factor verb; factor construction; semantic complement;
virtual level; intentional action; semantic phases of desire; intention; planning.
This article deals with the problem of characterizing semantic features of
factor verbs of the «virtual» intentional level, including such mental phases as
desire, intention and planning, which precede the level of realization.

I.L. Petrochenkova
Semantic Characteristics of Instrumental Nouns in English
Key words: instrumental situation; «actants»; states; «energic» and
«informational» instrumental nouns.
Instrumental nouns are discussed in the context of the notion of
«instrumental situation», regarded as a subtype of the notion of «causative
situation». «Energic» and «informational» instrumental nouns are differentiated
on the basis of the corresponding semantic types of resultative states of the
object implied by them.

G.V. Silnitskaya, N.A. Tsurtsilina
On the Problem of the Correlation Between the Degree of Deformation Of
General Questions and Their Communicative Functions
Key words: communicative function of general questions; degree of
syntactic structure deformation; discourse; implicit communication.
The relation between the syntactical form of general questions and their
communicative functions is analyzed. The article verifies the hypothesis that the
deformation of the grammatical structure of general questions influences the
amount of their communicative functions.

A.A. Polikarpov
System-Quantitative Analysis of Lexical Polysemy of Chinese
in Relation to its Structural and Stylistic Properties
Key words: universal tendencies of development; typology of languages;
the Chinese language; lexical system; polysemy; functional styles; oral and
written varieties of language; structural types of lexical units.
For testing a number of predictions which were put forward in the sign’s
life cycle model the semantic volume of lexical units, their structural and
functional-stylistic features were investigated as presented in the Dictionary of
the Modern Chinese Language (1979). There were revealed specific
characteristics of the polysemantic distribution of Chinese lexical items of
various structure (various number of syllables) in written (hieroglyfic) form as
well as in phonetic form of the language. These specific features were likewise
studied by comparing the obtained results with the corresponding data of some
relatively more synthetic languages (Vietnamese, English, Russian).

HISTORY

L.Y. Monastyreva
Kaunitz Reforms in the Sphere of Diplomatic Service in Austria
in the Second Half of the XVIII Century
Key words: diplomacy; Austria; Maria Theresa’s reforms; Kaunitz;
diplomatic service; Imperial Chancellery (Reichshofkanzlei); State Chancellery
(Haus-, Hof- und Staatskanzlei); State Chancellor; diplomatic mission;
education of diplomats.
The article is devoted to the study of Austrian Foreign policy department
formation in the second half of the XVIII century: the circle of its powers, the
principles of its organization and functioning are analyzed, its place in system of
State bodies of the Habsburg Monarchy is defined. Special attention is given to
the process of foreign representations creation and a problem of professional
training for diplomatic service.

M.V. Lukyanchikova
The Institute of East European History and Regional Geography Tübingen:
Main Directions of Scientific Interests
Key words: Russian studies in Germany; scientific school; The Institute
of East European history and regional geography; modern German specialists
in Russian history; history of the Institute; main directions of research.
The Institute of East European history and regional geography in
Tübingen is one of the leading institutions in Germany in the history of East
Europe. Its history and main directions of research are described in the article.
Research workers of the Institute made a prominent contribution in the
development of Russian and East European Studies in Germany.

E.V. Zavyalova
Changes in the Assessment of Autocratic Power Legitimacy
by the Provincial Society in the Second Part of the XIX century
Key words: legitimacy; autocracy; public opinion; political police;
society; power; attempts; antigovernment actions.

The article considers the contents and the structure of public opinion of
Smolensk province population in the second half of the XIX century, concerning
the attitude to autocracy. The use of archival material allowed revealing a wide
spectrum of judgments and assessments belonging to the representatives of
different social strata of the Russian society. The documentary evidences prove
that the attitude to autocracy during the specified period can be characterized
as ambiguous.

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY AND CULTURAL STUDIES

A.V. Lisovsky
The Idea of the Christian Socialism of S.N. Bulgakov
Key words: Christian socialism; Russian religious philosophy;
S.N. Bulgakov; Christian policy; «The Union of Christian policy».
The article considers the development of the social idea in Russia at the
end of the XIX – beginning of the XX centuries. At the beginning of the XX
century the ideas of Christian socialism spread among representatives of the
Russian religious philosophy. The author focuses on S.N. Bulgakov’s idealistic
conception of the socialism, which is based on Christian theology. The article
considers theoretical foundations of S.N. Bulgakov’s idea of Christian socialism
and his projects to realize Christian social policy in Russia in the first quarter of
the XX century.

O.V. Kireeva
Moral Imperativ and System «Teacher» by N.N. Moiseev
Key words: morality; moral principles; culture; system «Teacher»;
human mind; science.
Nikita Nikolayevich Moiseev is one of the greatest thinkers of the XX
century, who worried about the future of the world. The sphere of his interests
was extremely wide: from mathematics (he developed mathematical models of
macrosystems behavior, including the biosphere) to global all planetary and
civilazation problems. In his works N.N. Moiseev not only tried to convince the
mankind to change the priorities in many vital issues, but also worked out the
system «Teacher». This system is designed to form new knowledge, new
mentality, new morality and the system of the values of the whole mankind.

A.S. Brychkov
Social Optimism and Quality of Life: Modern View of the Problem
Key words: level of life; quality of life; indices of life quality; social
optimism; social control; living standard and morality.
The article investigates the essence of such social phenomena as social
optimism, level and quality of life. These issues are viewed from the point of
view of their genesis, functioning and development in the conceptual
(definitional) reflection.
The author proves the actuality of the problem and suggests for
discussion the main indices of life quality, taking into account new trends in the
development of the Russian society in the XXI century.

T.V. Eliseeva
Simulative Images of Mass Consciousness
Key words: mass consciousness; simulative images; simulacrum.
In this article we examine social and philosophical aspects of the
occurrence and development of mass consciousness simulative forms in modern
society. All the peculiarities of the phenomenon of simulation and its different
aspects are established. We also characterize numerous qualitative peculiarities
of mass consciousness. We come to the conclusion that the formation of mass
consciousness is the result of mass culture stereotypes and great influence of
mass media.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

T.L. Labutina
John Locke’s Discourses about education of young people
Key words: England; the Seventeenth century; culture of Enlightenment;
John Locke; education.
There is analysis of views of famous thinker of Seventeenth-century’s
England John Lock on education of young men and ladies in this article. This
problem is not studied enough in Western and Russian historiography.

O.V. Samokhvalova

Unknown S.S. Uvarov
Key words: S.S. Uvarov; modern historiography; Russian education.
The article deals with the attitude to S.S. Uvarov in modern
historiography and the main tendencies in the estimation of the personality and
the activity of Public Education Minister during the period, when the system of
Russian education was founded.

T.V. Barzheeva
Maria Tenisheva’s Activity is an Expression of Consciousness Traditions
of the XIX Century
Key words: consciousness; civil education; civil duty; moral; moral
perfection; education.
The tradition of service in Russia determined civil traits of personality:
loyalty to duty, dedication to state duties, aspiration for moral perfection. Maria
Tenisheva’s activity is an expression of these traditions in Russia in the XIX
Century. Maria Tenisheva was known for her strength of character and
sincerity, for her care about welfare of other people. Her home was an exciting
place of good deeds and wonderful ideas for helping others. There are many
examples of consciousness in her activity: all her life is aspiration for moral
perfection, responsibility for welfare of other people, loyalty to public duty,
dedication to state duties.

E.V. Kolyanikova
Theory of Non-school Education
in the Pedagogical Heritage of E.N. Medinsky
Key words: non-school education; principles of non-school education;
means and value of non-school education; requirements to non-school
education workers.
This article represents the experience of an outstanding Russian
pedagogue-humanist E.N. Medinsky in the sphere of the theory of non-school
education. The analysis of his pedagogical research is based on his scientific
works. This article exposes the scientist’s opinion on the essence of non-school
education and its difference from other types of education. Most of the work is
devoted to the description of principles, in accordance to which, institutions of
non-school education must be organized. The article also contains the scientist’s

requirements to non-school education workers, means and value of non-school
education.

N.Y. Nalotova
Reforms in the System of Religious Education in Smolensk Region
in the Middle of the XIXth Century
Key words: reforms in education; religious educational establishments.
The article investigates the process of reforming Smolensk religious
educational establishments in the context of all-Russia projects and processes.
The activity of Smolensk eparchy clergy in the sphere of educating and
upbringing of the students in religious educational establishments is analyzed.

V.I. Shulakov, I.S. Dudich
Some Aspects of Patriotic Upbringing Using Documents and Materials of
the Great Patriotic War
Key words: the Great Patriotic War; patriotic upbringing; partisan
(guerilla) movement; heroism of the Army and people; results and lessons of the
War.
This article attracts attention to the actual problems of patriotic
upbringing using documents and materials of the Great Patriotic War. It is
stressed that people’s deep patriotism both in the rear and in the front is the
most important factor of the Great Victory. Under up-to-date conditions it is
quite necessary to continue the work on investigation and introduction of new
documents and materials concerning the Great Patriotic War. This work will
undoubtedly promote the forming of patriotic feelings full of general human and
spiritual service for Russia, our Motherland.

B.M. Zysmanov
Pedagogical Conditions of Healthy Way of Life Formation
in an Educational Establishment
Key words: pedagogical conditions; peculiarities of practice; health;
healthy mode of life; motivation; competitiveness of graduates.
Modern conditions require a new approach to the problem of specialists’
professional culture formation with the aim of enhancing their competitiveness
at the labour market. Due to this, students’ healthy way of life formation

becomes an actual and socially meaningful task. The pedagogical conditions of
students’ healthy way of life formation in educational establishments, which are
presented in the article, will make it possible to enhance the competitiveness of
graduates to a great extent.

M.A. Khromova
Experimental Study of Self-Appraisal in Dynamics
Key words: self-appraisal; comparative analysis; senior preschool age;
younger school age; younger teenage age; senior teenage age.
The paper presents the data on comparative analysis of features of selfappraisal dynamics from senior preschool to the senior teens. The features of
self-appraisal development at various age stages are singled out and described.
An attempt is made to explain reasons of realization of one or another features
of self-appraisal development.

I.M. Miklashevich
The Problem of Teacher – Student and Student – Teacher Relations
Key words: accentualization; types and forms of accentualization;
comparative methods; personality norms and deformations.
The problem of accentualization remains up-to-date and actual not only
in theory but in practical pedagogical activity. The accentuation of the
youngsters and the accentuation of teachers are compared in this article. Based
on it, the interaction, both positive and negative, is described.

O.S. Tumshice
Psychological peculiarities of innovative test-rating activity
of the University teacher in the process of teaching a foreign language
Key words: teaching, the quality of higher education; innovative
technologies; progress rating activity; self-esteem; achievements;
communicative interaction; independence.
The problem of optimizing in university students teaching is considered
in the article. Using innovative teaching technologies it is important to base on
personal-orientated approach, to develop independence as an ability. One of the
most effective conditions in teaching foreign languages is the system of students'
progress rating, where a student is considered to be the subject of the process.

